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ABSTRACTAQ:3 This paper investigates on the theorization, design, fabrication and measurement of original
phase shifter (PS) operating with two-step stair phase behavior. The innovative stair PS is designed with
unfamiliar stop-band (SB) negative group delay (NGD) passive circuit. The elementary unfamiliar SB-NGD
topology constituted by resistive, inductive, and capacitive lumped network is described. Acting as an RF
and microwave circuit, the S-matrix model is expressed in function the RLC-network parameters. Thus, the
canonical form of unfamiliar SB-NGD transfer function (TF) represented by the transmission coefficient is
established. The unfamiliar SB-NGD circuit equations in terms of the NGD parameters are formulated. The
established theory is validated comparing the calculated, simulated, and measured S-parameters and group
delays (GDs). Results with a very good agreement showing unfamiliar SB-NGD behavior are observed
around the central frequency 2.45 GHz and bandwidth of 100 MHz. An innovative application of unfamiliar
SB-NGD function for the communication system front-end is developed. The developed application concept
of unfamiliar SB-NGD circuit is illustrated by designing a microwave device operating as a PS presenting
a two-step stair response completely original behavior. The basic theory, design and implementation of the
two-step stair PS concept are introduced. To validate the two-step stair PS principle, a proof of concept (PoC)
is designed based distributed element based inductive and capacitive microstrip elements. The simulated
and measured results of the PS PoC are in good agreement. The experimental results confirm the feasibility
of two-step stair PS with phase jumping from −70◦±4◦ (from 2 GHz to 2.3 GHz) to −104◦±2◦ (from
2.6 GHz to 3.0 GHz). The investigated unfamiliar SB-NGD function-based stair PS is promising for future
development 5G and 6G communication system.

20

21

INDEX TERMS Circuit theory, innovative concept, design method, microwave circuit, passive topology, S-
parameter model, stop-band (SB) negative group delay (NGD), SB-NGD application, stair phase shifter (PS).

I. INTRODUCTION22

The massive deployment of 5G technology constitutes a23

bridging step of future wireless communication. To meet24

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Venkata Rajesh Pamula .

the expected users demand, innovative design of front-end 25

RF and microwave circuit ensuring accurate performance 26

of radiation pattern is necessary [1]. This radiation perfor- 27

mance is essentially ensured with improvement of beam- 28

steering antenna array design [2]–[4]. Different antenna 29

array topologies as adaptive [2] and coupled phased looped 30
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array [3] have been proposed. But these topologies need31

to be improved to suppress the RF impairment in massive32

antenna arrays [4]. To increase the compactness and linearity,33

an innovative topology of metamaterial-based array antenna34

was proposed [5], [6]. Such antenna arrays operate with linear35

metamaterial-based phase shifters [7].36

The elaboration of negative refractive index (NRI) aspect37

of metamaterial was an inspiration for the emerging RF and38

microwave function operating with bandpass (BP) negative39

group delay (NGD) [8], [9]. The NRI structures are also40

known to operate with negative group velocity (NGV) effect.41

The metamaterial BP-NGD circuits were implemented with42

significantly lossy periodical cells [8], [9]. Therefore, RF and43

microwave engineers wondered curiously on the existence44

of BP-NGD circuit application. To answer, tentative applica-45

tions were suggested [10]–[24]. The BP-NGD function was46

introduced for adaptative aspect in a microwave signal pro-47

cessing building block [10]. Then, the NGD circuit was also48

proposed for the compensation of microwave devices [11].49

However, the natural NGD application is the group delay50

(GD) equalization [12]–[14], which was proposed for the51

microwave signal RC-network based interconnects [12], [13]52

and also the BP filter GD rabbit ear reduction [14]. So far, the53

most developed application of unfamiliar BP-NGD function54

concerns the design of RF and microwave phase shifters55

(PSs) [15]–[24]. The NGD PS was, recently, exploited to56

develop innovative topologies of antenna array operating57

with squint-free beamforming [15]–[21]. This type of NGD58

antenna array application is fundamentally implemented59

with non-Foster elements using BP-NGD networks [17],60

[20], [21]. Another type of innovative application was the61

design of broadband PS using BP-NGD function operating62

independently to the frequency [22]–[24].63

Further innovative work inspired from this BP-NGD PS64

will be developed in the present paper. But before this point,65

it would be interesting to investigate more on the unfa-66

miliar NGD function. Recent investigations from research67

teams [25]–[32] confirm the diversity of BP-NGD topologies.68

The BP-NGD effect was verified with absorptive filter [25]69

and interference techniques [26]. A topology of BP-NGD70

active circuit was implemented by using microwave transver-71

sal filter approach [27]. The complexity leads some research72

works on the design of compact microwave passive cir-73

cuits [28], [29]. More extensive microwave function aspect as74

the dual-band BP-NGD behavior was developed in [30]–[33].75

The dual-band NGD functions were also implemented with76

compact circuits [31], [32] and with multi-coupled lines [33].77

Despite the progressive state of the art on the BP-NGD78

circuit design, due to its unfamiliarity, curious questions79

are still raised by RF and microwave design engineers80

about the interpretation of the NGD effect. For a deep81

illustration, an analogy between the filter theory and the82

NGD function theory was addressed in [34]. Unlike the83

filter, the NGD function focuses mainly on the negative84

sign associated to the GD response and not to the magni-85

tude response [34]–[36]. Different types of NGD function86

TABLE 1. State-of-the-art on the different types of NGD circuits.

are initiated and identified [35]–[40]. The concept of low- 87

pass (LP) NGD function was proposed in [35]. The BP- 88

NGD [8]–[14], [20]–[29], high-pass (HP) NGD [36]–[38] 89

and stop-band (SB) NGD [39], [40] RF passive circuits trans- 90

formed from low-pass (LP) NGD cell are introduced. 91

Table 1 addresses an overview on the state-of-the-art about 92

the existing different types of NGD function which can 93

be implemented either with passive or active circuits. It is 94

important to note the dual-band NGD circuits as proposed 95

in [30]–[33] are completely and ideally different to the type 96

of SB-NGD circuits. 97

So far most of available research work on the design of 98

NGD circuits can be described as follows: 99

• The simplest topologies are designed as LP-NGD 100

type function [13], [34]–[36]. For this type, the group 101

delay (GD) is negative from DC to certain higher fre- 102

quencies. 103

• The BP-NGD type function containing lower and upper 104

NGDcut-off frequencies aremainly designed for RF and 105

microwave circuits [15]–[34]. 106

• By means of LP- to HP-NGD circuit transform, 107

circuit theory showing few research works was per- 108

formed are available about the design of HP-NGD 109

function [36]–[38]. 110

• Then, very recent studies revealed the design feasibility 111

of the most innovative types of NGD circuits which are 112

classified as SB-NGD function [39], [40]. And deep 113

investigation can be made for this last type of NGD 114

circuit in order to develop some potential applications. 115

For this reason, the present paper investigates this SB-NGD 116

function and introduces one of its original application for 117

the design of stair phase microwave circuit. The paper is 118

organized in six sections as follows: 119

• Section II is focused on the unfamiliar SB-NGD topo- 120

logical description. The theoretical approach permitting 121

the SB-NGD topological identification will be intro- 122

duced. 123

• Section III develops the S-matrix model of the identified 124

SB-NGD passive cell. The analytical model in function 125

of the RLC-network parameters constituting the unfa- 126

miliar SB-NGD cell will be established. The analytical 127

investigation will be followed by the elaboration of the 128

SB-NGD transfer function (TF) canonical form. 129
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FIGURE 1. Two-port black box of the SB-NGD function.

• In Section IV, the SB-NGD analysis will be developed.130

Then, the synthesis design equation of circuit in function131

of the unfamiliar SB-NGD specifications will be formu-132

lated.133

• Section V is dedicated to the discussion on the unfa-134

miliar SB-NGD function validation results. Comparison135

between calculated and simulated results of a proof of136

concept (PoC) will be discussed.137

• Section VI is the investigation on the design of stair PS138

prototype by using the unfamiliar SB-NGD circuit. The139

design principle of stair PS will be explained. An exper-140

imental validation example with a stair unfamiliar PS141

prototype will be treated.142

• Section VII is reserved to the conclusion of the paper.143

II. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION ON UNFAMILIAR144

SB-NGD CIRCUIT UNDER CONSIDERATION145

This section describes the SB-NGD theory. The main spec-146

ifications of unfamiliar SB-NGD function are defined. The147

identification approach of the passive topology based on148

RLC-lumped circuit will be investigated.149

A. ANALYTICAL DEFINITION OF SB-NGD FUNCTION150

Few research work and studies [39], [40] were made so far on151

the unfamiliar SB-NGD function. Despite the exiting results152

available in the literature, the existence of this innovative153

electronic function remains an open question for most of RF154

and microwave design, fabrication and test engineers. The155

present paragraph defines analytically the interpretation of156

the SB-NGD function. We suppose that the two-port black157

box microwave symmetric and passive system introduced in158

Fig. 1 is represented analytically by the S-matrix:159

[SNGD(s)] =
[
S11(s) S21(s)
S21(s) S11(s)

]
. (1)160

with s = ω is the Laplace variable expressed in function of161

angular frequency ω = 2π f .162

We remind that the magnitude of the reflection and trans-163

mission coefficients are given by, respectively:164

S11(ω) = |S11(jω)| (2)165

S21(ω) = |S21(jω)| . (3)166

To realize the SB-NGD analysis, the following frequency167

domain responses are essentially needed:168

• the phase of the transmission coefficient which is169

defined by:170

ϕ(ω) = arg [S21(jω)] (4)171

FIGURE 2. (a) GD and (b) transmission coefficient responses of SB-NGD
function.

• the frequency dependent GD response which is defined 172

by: 173

GD(ω) = −
∂ϕ(ω)
∂ω

. (5) 174

This system is an NGD function if we can find an angular 175

frequency, ωx , where: 176

GD(ωx) < 0. (6) 177

One of specific types associated to NGD function is the 178

SB-NGD concept. The ideal response of SB-NGD function 179

can be represented by Fig. 2(a) by taking: 180

• The cut-off angular frequencies, ω1 and ω2, as roots of 181

equation: 182

GD(ω) = 0⇒ GD(ω1,2) = 0. (7) 183

• The transmission coefficient ideal response is repre- 184

sented in Fig. 2(b) by: 185

S21,NGD(ω1 ≤ ω ≤ ω2) = 1. (8) 186

In Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b): 187

• the notation BWNGDL is used to denote the lower band- 188

width, 189

• and BWNGDH for higher bandwidth. 190

Because of its counterintuitive originality, most of non- 191

specialist electronic and RF/microwave engineers confuse the 192

filter and NGD functions. To avoid the misinterpretation, the 193

VOLUME 9, 2021 3
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following subsection describes the differences between these194

two electronic functions.195

B. SPECIFIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SB FILTER AND196

SB-NGD FUNCTION197

The present analytical illustration is based on the consider-198

ation of the frequency dependent parameters associated to199

filter and NGD functions:200

• reflection coefficient magnitudes, S11filter (f ) and201

S11NGD(f ),202

• transmission coefficient magnitudes, S21filter (f ) and203

S21NGD(f ),204

• and, GDs GDfilter (f ) and GDNGD(f ).205

The lower and upper cut-off frequencies in the considered206

frequency bands are denoted, respectively:207 
f1 =

ω1

2π

f2 =
ω2

2π

(9)208

with f1 < f2. Thus, the comparison of the SB-NGD and filter209

behaviors and the associated specification can bemadewithin210

the frequency band operation bandwidth f ε [f1, f2]. In brief,211

the main difference between the classical ‘‘stop-band’’ fil-212

ter and the ‘‘dual-band’’ NGD filter are based on which213

parameter is used to describe it. The classical filter uses the214

magnitude response of the transmission parameter, |S21(f )|,215

while, for instance, in the ‘‘stop-band NGD function’’, it is216

defined by the NGD frequency band where the group delay217

meets the condition GD(f ) < 0 [34]. Different parameters218

related to the maximum GD of the filter and the maximum219

attenuation of NGD must be considered to characterize the220

functions.221

To illustrate the identification of SB NGD topology, a gen-222

eral analytical approach will be elaborated in the following223

subsection.224

C. IDENTIFICATION APPROACH OF SB-NGD TOPOLOGY225

The identification approach of SB-NGD topology can be226

made by the analogy with the filter [34]. Substantially,227

we have identified the SB-NGD passive circuit from the low-228

pass (LP) NGD cell based on L-inductance. The elaboration229

of SB-NGD cell can be made from the equivalent impedance230

given by:231

Za(s) = Ls. (10)232

as the reactive element. As reported in [35] and [36], the233

passive cell constituted by an RL-series network mounted in234

parallel behaves as a LP-NGD first-order circuit presented in235

Fig. 3.236

We can identify from this LP-NGD cell, the SB-NGD237

family by substituting the inductance L by an LC-parallel238

network. It yields the two-port circuit represented by the239

SB-NGD topology shown in Fig. 4. It acts as a second order240

circuit.241

FIGURE 3. LP-NGD cell.

FIGURE 4. SB-NGD cell inspired in the family of the LP-NGD cell shown in
Fig. 3.

For this case, the equivalent impedance is given by: 242

Zb(s) =
Ls

1+ LCs2
. (11) 243

To analyze the identified SB-NGD cell, the S-matrix model 244

is elaborated in the following section. 245

III. S-MATRIX MODEL AND TRANSFER FUNCTION (TF) 246

CANONICAL FORM OF THE SB-NGD TOPOLOGY 247

Similar to classical RF and microwave circuits, the theo- 248

retical analysis of the unfamiliar SB-NGD circuit will be 249

based on the equivalent S-matrix model. Then, the SB-NGD 250

canonical form will be established before the design equation 251

formulation. 252

The S-matrix modelling of the SB-NGD topology under 253

study will be described in the following paragraph. 254

A. S-MATRIX MODEL OF THE SB-NGD TOPOLOGY 255

Let us take the terminal reference impedance, R0 = 50 �. 256

We can demonstrate analytically that the impedance matrix 257

of the SB-NGD topology shown in Fig. 3 is written as: 258

[Z (s)] =
[
R+ Zb(s) R+ Zb(s)
R+ Zb(s) R+ Zb(s)

]
. (12) 259

According to the circuit and system theory, the associated 260

S-matrix, introduced in equation (1), can be calculated from 261

Z-to-S transform: 262

[SNGD(s)] =


(
[Z (s)]−

[
R0 0
0 R0

])
×(

[Z (s)]+
[
R0 0
0 R0

])−1
 . (13) 263

4 VOLUME 9, 2021
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Therefore, we establish the reflection and transmission coef-264

ficients, respectively, as:265

S11(s)= S22(s)=
−R0(1+ LCs2)

2R+ R0 + 2Ls+ LC(2R+ R0)s2
(14)266

S21(s)= S12(s)=
2(R+ Ls+ RLCs2)

2R+ R0 + 2Ls+ LC(2R+ R0)s2
. (15)267

The corresponding SB-NGD analysis is mainly focused on268

the last expression as described in the next paragraph.269

B. CANONICAL FORM OF SB-NGD TF270

The TF associated to the SB-NGD topology is generally271

represented by the transmission coefficient:272

T (s) = S21(s). (16)273

Let us denote the center angular frequency of the positive274

GD (PGD) as:275

ω0 = 2π f0 (17)276

where:277

T (ω = ω0) = |S21(jω)|ω=ω0 = 1. (18)278

Then, we denote also the following NGD key parameters,279

GD value and the transmission coefficient, respectively:280

τn = GD(ω0) (19)281

Tn = |S21(jω)|ω=0 = S21(ω = 0). (20)282

With the real positive parameter, Tn < 1, the SB-NGD TF283

canonical form can be expressed as:284

T (s) =
Tn(s2 + ωas+ ω2

0)

s2 + ωbs+ ω2
0

(21)285

where:286

ωa =
2(1− Tn)
Tnτn

(22)287

ωb =
2(1− Tn)

τn
. (23)288

By identification with the transmission coefficient expressed289

in equation (15), we have:290

Tn =
2R

2R+ R0
(24)291

ω0 =
1
√
LC

(25)292

τn = R0C =
R0
Lω2

n
> 0. (26)293

In this case, the reflection coefficient proposed in equa-294

tion (14) can then be rewritten as:295

S11(s) =
(Tn − 1)(s2 + ω2

0)

s2 + ωbs+ ω2
0

. (27)296

Knowing the S-matrix model, the frequency responses will297

be analyzed in the following subsection.298

C. ANALYSIS OF S-PARAMETER FREQUENCY RESPONSES 299

The magnitudes of the reflection and transmission coeffi- 300

cients, S11(ω) = |S11(jω)| and T (ω) = |T (jω)| are given, 301

respectively, by: 302

S11(ω) =

∣∣(1− Tn)(ω2
− ω2

0)
∣∣√

τ 2n (ω2 − ω2
0)

2 + 4(ω − Tnω0)2
(28) 303

T (ω) =

√
(Tnτn)2(ω2 − ω2

0)
2 + 4(ω − Tnω0)2√

τ 2n (ω2 − ω2
0)

2 + 4(ω − Tnω0)2
. (29) 304

The transmission phase yielded from the transmission coeffi- 305

cient is expressed as: 306

ϕ(ω) = ϕ$ (ω)− ϕϑ (ω) (30) 307

with: 308

ϕ$ (ω) = arctan

[
2(Tn − 1)ω

Tnτn(ω2 − ω2
0)

]
(31) 309

and: 310

ϕϑ (ω) = arctan

[
2(1− Tn)ω

τn(ω2 − ω2
0)

]
. (32) 311

The SB-NGD analysis can be explored from these expres- 312

sions. 313

IV. SB-NGD ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS OF THE 314

IDENTIFIED RLC-NETWORK BASED TOPOLOGY 315

The NGD analysis consists in the identification of the NGD 316

existence condition written in equation (6), in the appro- 317

priated frequency bands. The NGD condition can be trans- 318

formed into a relation between the elements of the topology 319

under study by considering the GD expressed in equation (5). 320

Subsequently, to explore this condition, we need to start with 321

the GD expression versus frequency. 322

A. FREQUENCY DEPENDENT EXPRESSION OF GD 323

The GD defined in equation (5), which takes into account the 324

transmission phase written in equation (30), is expressed as: 325

GD(ω) = GDϑ (ω)− GD$ (ω) (33) 326

or 327

GD(ω) =
∂ϕϑ (ω)
∂ω

−
∂ϕ$ (ω)
∂ω

(34) 328

with 329

GD$ (ω)=
2τn(1− Tn)(ω2

+ ω2
0)

τ 2n (ω4 + ω4
0)+ 2

[
2(1− Tn)2 − τ 2nω

2
0

]
ω2

(35) 330

GDϑ (ω)=
2τnTn(Tn − 1)(ω2

+ ω2
0)

T 2
n τ

2
n (ω4 + ω4

0)+ 2
[
2(1− Tn)2 − T 2

n τ
2
nω

2
0

]
ω2

331

(36) 332

The exploration of this GD constitutes the SB-NGD analysis 333

and synthesis to be developed in the next subsection. 334
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FIGURE 5. Product κ versus (fn, Tn) with fn (a) from 0.5 to 1.5 GHz and
(b) from 1.5 GHz to 5 GHz.

B. ANALYSIS AT VERY LOW FREQUENCIES (ω ≈ 0)335

We recall that at very low frequencies, ω ≈ 0, the reflec-336

tion and transmission coefficients of equations (28) and (29)337

become:338 {
S11(ω = 0) = 1− Tn
S21(ω = 0) = Tn

(37)339

At the same frequency, the GD introduced in equation (31) is340

simplified as:341

GD(ω ≈ 0) =
−2(1− Tn)2

Tnτnω2
0

< 0. (38)342

For the interpretation of this relation, the mapping of the343

product:344

κ = GD(f ≈ 0)× GD(f ≈ f0) (39)345

versus (f0,Tn) varied from (0.5 GHz, −10 dB) to (5 GHz,346

−1 dB) is presented in Figs. 5. It can be seen that the product κ347

is inversely proportional to fn and Tn. As an interesting remark348

inferred from the plot of Figs. 5:349

• when fn increases from 0.5 GHz to 1.5 GHz, the product,350

κ , decreases from about −0.3 ns2 to −299 ps2,351

• and when the characteristic frequency varies from352

1.5 GHz to 5 GHz, the product, κ , decreases from−0.03353

ns2 to −26.9 ps2.354

C. EXPRESSION OF SB-NGD BANDWIDTH355

We can remark that the GD established in equation (38) is356

always negative for any values of parameters in the topology357

proposed in Fig. 4. Moreover, the NGD cut-off frequencies358

can be determined as the roots of equation (7) by using theGD359

given in (33). Consequently, we find the cut-off frequencies360

given by: 361

ω1 =

√
2(Tn − 1)2 + Tn(τnω0)2 + 2ζ (1− Tn)

τn
√
Tn

(40) 362

ω2 =

√
2(Tn − 1)2 + Tn(τnω0)2 − 2ζ (1− Tn)

τn
√
Tn

(41) 363

where: 364

ζ =
√
(Tn − 1)2 + Tn(τnω0)2. (42) 365

The bandwidth with positive GD (PGD) can be calculated 366

with the relation: 367

BW = ω2 − ω1. (43) 368

D. PROPERTIES OF SB-NGD FUNCTION 369

Similar to the cases of themost developed types of NGD func- 370

tion as LP-NGD and BP-NGD ones, the SB-NGD function 371

presents some specific analytical properties. It is interesting 372

to note that the cut-off frequencies and PGD center frequency 373

are linked by the equation: 374

ω2ω1

ω2
0

= 1. (44) 375

In addition to this relationship, we remind also that: 376

• At the central frequency According to equation (18), the 377

magnitude T (ω = ω0) = 1 and the GD at the is equal to 378

GD(ω0) = τn > 0. 379

• At very low frequency, the magnitude as given in equa- 380

tion (35) must be T (ω ≈ 0) < 1 and the GD at very low 381

frequency GD(ω ≈ 0) < 0. 382

In brief, the passive circuit introduced in Fig. 4 enables to 383

have: 384
GD(ω < ω1) < 0
GD(ω1 < ω < ω2) > 0
GD(ω > ω2) < 0

(45) 385

This statement confirms that the circuit introduced in Fig. 4 386

behaves as a SB-NGD function. 387

E. SYNTHESIS AND DESIGN EQUATIONS OF SB-NGD 388

CIRCUIT 389

The design of the SB-NGD circuit must start with the speci- 390

fications of: 391

• The PGD center frequency, τn, 392

• The attenuation at very low frequency, Tn, 393

• The expected PGD, τn, which is linked with the NGD 394

at very low frequency, τ0 = GD0 < 0, given in 395

equation (36). 396

Therefore, the equations of the SB-NGD circuit R, L, and C 397

parameters are given by: 398

R =
TnR0

2(1− Tn)
(46) 399

L =
R0
τnω

2
0

(47) 400
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FIGURE 6. Variations of SB-NGD circuit parameters: (a) R, (b) L, and (c) C,
versus (Tn, τn).

TABLE 2. Minimum and maximum values of synthesized R, L and C
parameters.

C =
τn

R0
. (48)401

We can remind that Tn must verify the condition, 0 < Tn < 1.402

The different ranges of R, L, and C values versus (Tn, τn) are403

plotted in Figs. 6. According to these graphical plots, it can404

be seen that:405

• R increases with Tn, L varies inversely proportional to406

Tn and τn, and C increases proportionally to τn.407

• The R-variation slope is particularly weak, lower than408

10 �/dB, when Tn is below −6 dB, against the slope409

above −4 dB, which is more than 100 �/dB.410

• The C-variation presents a slope less than 10 pF/decade411

when τn is lower than 1 ns against more than412

100 pF/decade when τn is higher than 1 ns.413

Table 2 summarizes the minimal and maximal values of R, L,414

and C versus the considered minimal and maximal range of415

(Tn, τn).416

To verify the feasibility of the developed SB-NGD theory,417

PoC practical investigation will be presented in the next418

section.419

V. VERIFICATION RESULTS WITH PROOF OF420

CONCEPT (POC) CIRCUIT OF SB-NGD TOPOLOGY421

The present section deals with the validations of the SB-NGD422

topology. After the PoC description, parametric simulations423

are described in order to quantify the influence of the R,424

FIGURE 7. Schematic of the simulated SB-NGD circuit PoC.

TABLE 3. Parameters of the SB-NGD circuit PoC.

L, and C component parameters on the NGD behavior. The 425

overall validation aspects are originally focused on analyzing 426

NGD function. 427

A. POC DESIGN DESCRIPTION 428

The SB-NGD circuit design was performed with the appli- 429

cation of synthesis equations of R, L, and C expressed in 430

equations (46), (47), and (48), respectively. Fig. 7 shows 431

the design of the SB-NGD schematic circuit in the environ- 432

ment of the electronic and RF/microwave circuit simulator 433

ADS R© from Keysight Technologies. The NGD specifica- 434

tions and designed circuit electrical parameters are indicated 435

in Table 3. 436

To illustrate the robustness of the SB-NGD behavior, sen- 437

sitivity analysis with respect to the circuit parameters will be 438

discussed in the following subsection. 439

B. SB-NGD RESPONSE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 440

Sensitivity analyses with respect to the resistor, R+/−5%, 441

inductor, L+/−5%, and capacitor, C+/−5%, have been 442

conducted for the robustness of the SB-NGD circuit. 443

The sensitivity analyses enable to explain more explicitly 444

the circuit parameter effects onto the SB-NGD function. The 445

MATLAB R© calculations of GD, S11, and S21 introduced 446

in equation (33), equation (28), and equation (29) to be 447

discussed in the following paragraphs with the S-parameter 448

analytical expressions, are carried out from 2 GHz 449

to 3 GHz. 450
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FIGURE 8. Parametric results versus R: (a) GD, (b) S11, and (c) S21.

1) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS VERSUS R451

The effect of resistor, R, was investigated under linear vari-452

ations from 58 � to 64 � with τ fixed values of L and C .453

The calculated results are represented as cartographies with454

color scale variation of responses in function of couple (f0,R).455

Fig. 8(a), Fig. 8(b), and Fig. 8(c) display the results of the456

calculations of GD, S11, and S21, respectively. The SB-NGD457

behavior is occurred for all the value of the considered range458

of R. It is noteworthy that the specified parameters, center459

frequency, f0 = 2.458 GHz, GD(f0) = 0.42 ns, S11(f0) =460

−38 dB, and S21(f0)=−4 mdB are less sensitive to variation461

of R.462

2) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS VERSUS L463

The inductor variation effect was investigated via linear sen-464

sitivity analysis of inductor L varied from 4.75 nH to 5.25 nH465

with fixed resistor and capacitor during the S-parameter466

calculations. Fig. 9(a), Fig. 9(b), and Fig. 9(c) display the467

corresponding results.468

It can be seen with the three cartographies that the NGD469

center frequency increases with L.More rigorous analysis can470

be done from observation of f0, GD(f0), S11(f0), and S21(f0)471

variations plotted in Figs. 10(a), Fig. 10(b), and Fig. 10(c),472

respectively.473

3) SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS VERSUS C474

This paragraph presents the capacitor variation effect onto the475

SB-NGD circuit responses.476

The analysis is performedwith linear sensitivity analysis of477

capacitor C varied from 7.93 pF to 8.77 pF with fixed resistor478

and inductor during the S-parameter calculations. Fig. 11(a),479

Fig. 11(b), and Fig. 11(c) display the corresponding results.480

It can be seen with the three cartographies that the NGD481

FIGURE 9. Parametric results versus L: (a) GD, (b) S11, and (c) S21.

FIGURE 10. GD(f0), f0, S11(f0), and S21(f0) versus L.

center frequency increases withC . More rigorous observation 482

of f0 increasing from 2.4 GHz to 2.525 GHz, GD(f0), S11(f0), 483

and S21(f0) variations are plotted in Fig. 12(a), Fig. 12(b), and 484

Fig. 12(c), respectively. 485

C. DISCUSSION ON CALCULATED AND SIMULATED 486

SB-NGD RESULTS 487

The PoC of SB-NGD circuit was simulated from 2 GHz 488

to 3 GHz. Comparisons between the calculated (‘‘Calc.’’) and 489

simulated (‘‘Simu.’’) with ADS R© results are displayed in 490
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FIGURE 11. Parametric results versus C: (a) GD, (b) S11, and (c) S21.

FIGURE 12. GD(f0), f0, S11(f0), and S21(f0) versus C.

Fig. 13. The calculated results were obtained with a program491

developed in Matlab using S-parameters equations. It can be492

pointed out that these comparative results present a very good493

agreement. As expected, and seen in Fig. 13(a), in the work-494

ing frequency band, the considered circuit PoC presents a495

SB-NGD behavior around center frequency of approximately496

f0 = 2.46 GHz.497

FIGURE 13. Comparisons of calculated and simulated (a) GD and
(b) transmission parameters from the SB-NGD PoC shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE 4. Comparison of calculated and simulated SB-NGD prototype
parameters.

TABLE 5. Comparison of SB NGD circuit specifications with the
state-of-the-art.

Table 4 summarizes the differences between the calculated 498

and simulated NGD parameters. 499

After the SB-NGD sensitivity analysis and feasibility 500

study, an original case of application to design a stair PS for 501

microwave system will be explored in the following section. 502

D. COMPARISON OF SB NGD SPECIFICATIONS 503

The present subsection proposes a state-of-the-art investiga- 504

tion about the unfamiliar SB NGD function. We can compare 505

the specifications of the considered NGD circuit with the very 506

few research works available in the literature about the SB 507

NGD circuit design [36], [39], [40]. Table 5 summarizes the 508

comparison of NGD at center frequency fo, GD τ (fo) at the 509

center frequency, bandwidth BW and also the attenuation at 510

center frequency. 511

VOLUME 9, 2021 9
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FIGURE 14. Two-port black box of positive group delay (PGD) circuit.

The present research work is particularly challenging with512

the possibility of SB-NGD circuit design operating at higher513

central frequency with very low attenuation loss.514

At this stage, we may wonder about the designability of SB515

NGD integrating into a PS. The following section develops516

the innovative stair PS design, fabrication and test of the proof517

of concept.518

VI. SB-NGD CIRCUIT BASED-STAIR PS DESIGN,519

FABRICATION AND TEST520

As original application of the previously investigated521

SB-NGD circuit, we can design an innovative stair PS never522

been done before. The next paragraph introduces the principle523

of the stair PS.524

A. THEORETICAL APPROACH OF STAIR PS DESIGNING525

The present subsection describes the theoretical approach526

of SB-NGD function application for stair PS circuit design.527

The design is illustrated by graphical diagram representation528

based on the S-matrix operation.529

1) DESIGN PRINCIPLE OF STAIR PS WITH SB-NGD530

FUNCTION531

For the basic understanding, we consider the case of two-532

step stair PS in the present study. Thus, we assume that the533

frequency band of interest is written as:534

BWL =
[
ωL1 , ωL2

]
. (49)535

The original stair PS under study is ontologically imple-536

mented with cascade of ideal PGD andNGD two-port circuits537

as introduced in [22]–[24] for the case of BP-NGD circuit.538

To illustrate the ideal principle elaborated in the present539

subsection, we suppose that the reflection coefficients of the540

ideal PGD and NGD two-port circuits are negligible:541 ∣∣S11,22,PGD(jω)∣∣ = ∣∣S11,22,NGD(jω)∣∣ = 0. (50)542

The NGD-function based PS explored in [22]–[24] is speci-543

fied by the phase shift value independent to the frequency on544

the band of interest. To obtain such a particular behavior, the545

PGD and NGD circuits must fulfil certain specific require-546

ments as introduced in the following paragraphs.547

2) IDEAL SPECIFICATION OF PGD BLOCK OF THE NGD-PS548

CIRCUIT549

The ideal specification of the PGD block is defined by550

the analytical approach by assuming with the constant551

FIGURE 15. Two-port black box of NGD ideal circuit.

(independent of frequency) ideal GD value: 552

GDPGD(ω) = τa > 0. (51) 553

Figs. 14 represents the S-matrix block of the perfectly access 554

matched PGD as a two-port circuit which means: 555

S11,PGD(jω) = S22,PGD(jω) ≈ 0. (52) 556

Therefore, the corresponding S-matrix can be expressed by 557

the ideal equations: 558

[SPGD(jω)] =
[

0 S21,PGD(jω)
S21,PGD(jω) 0

]
(53) 559

knowing that: 560

S21,PGD(jω) = Sa exp [j(ϕa − ωτa)] (54) 561

with the constant phase, ϕa, and constant magnitude: 562∣∣S21,PGD(jω)∣∣ = Sa < 1. (55) 563

The NGD block must operate in opposite phase of the PGD 564

one. The NGD block ideal specification will be defined in the 565

following paragraph. 566

3) IDEAL SPECIFICATION OF NGD BLOCK OF THE NGD-PS 567

CIRCUIT 568

In this case, let us denote the ideal GD value of NGD block 569

as: 570

GDNGD(ω) = τb < 0. (56) 571

The NGD circuit is assumed with constant magnitude: 572∣∣S21,NGD(jω)∣∣ = Sb < 1 (57) 573

and constant phase: 574

arg
[
S21,NGD(jω)

]
= ϕb. (58) 575

Figs. 15 represents the S-matrix blocks of the perfectly access 576

matched NGD system modelled by the ideal equation: 577

[SNGD(jω)] =
[

0 S21,NGD(jω)
S21,NGD(jω) 0

]
(59) 578

where: 579

S21,NGD(jω) = Sb exp [j(ϕb − ωτb)] . (60) 580
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FIGURE 16. Two-port black box of frequency-independent PS constituted
by PGD and NGD ideal circuits in cascade.

4) IDEAL REPRESENTATION OF STAIR PS WITH SB-NGD581

FUNCTION582

The associated block is illustrated by the diagram of Fig. 16.583

Since the reflection coefficients are negligible as defined by584

equation (50), it should present the S-matrix product as585

[SPS (jω)] = [SPGD(jω)]× [SNGD(jω)] . (61)586

By means of 2-D matrices introduced in equation (52) and587

equation (59), we have the ideal expression of PS S-matrix588

model:589

[SPS (jω)] =
[

0 S21,PS (jω)
S21,PS (jω) 0

]
(62)590

with591

S21,PS (jω) = SaSb exp {j [ϕb + ϕb − ω(τa + τb)]} . (63)592

In the frequency band of the study, we can realize a frequency593

independent PS as illustrated by Fig. 17(a) by choosing the594

GD proposed in Fig. 17(b):595

GDNGD(ω) = −GDPGD(ω). (64)596

Therefore, it means that we should have:597

τb = −τa. (65)598

The PGD and NGD associated frequency dependent phase599

values are given by, respectively:600 {
ϕ21,PGD(ω) = arg

[
S21,PGD(jω)

]
= ϕ21,PGD(ωL1 )− ωτa

ϕ21,NGD(ω) = arg
[
S21,NGD(jω)

]
= ϕ21,NGD(ωL1 )− ωτb

601

(66)602

5) IDEAL VALUES OF PHASE SHIFT AND GD IN THE EACH603

FREQUENCY BAND OF STAIR STEPS604

The consideration of the dual-band NGD aspect related to605

the SB-NGD function as BWL and BWH shown in Fig. 18(a),606

enables to generate a two-step stair PS:607 
ϕ(ωL1 ≤ ω ≤ ωL2 ) = ϕ1
ϕ(ωL2 ≤ ω ≤ ωH1 ) = ϕ1 − ωτ2
ϕ(ωH1 ≤ ω ≤ ωH2 ) = ϕ2

(67)608

with:609 {
ϕ1 = ϕ(ωL1 ) = −ωτ1
ϕ2 = ϕ(ωH1 ) = −ωτ3 + ϕ1

(68)610

FIGURE 17. (a) Phase and (b) GD responses of PGD, NGD, and
frequency-independent PS.

FIGURE 18. (a) Phase and (b) GD ideal responses of two-step stair PS.

In this case, the GD response can be represented as shown in 611

Fig. 18(b), which is defined as: 612
GD(ω ≤ ωx1) = τ1
GD(ωx1 ≤ ω ≤ ωx2) = τ2
GD(ωx2 ≤ ω ≤ ωy1) = τ3
GD(ωy1 ≤ ω ≤ ωy2) = τ2

(69) 613
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FIGURE 19. Schematic of the designed stair PS prototype.

To validate the feasibility of the introduced ideal principle, a614

prototype of stair PS circuit PoC will be investigated in the615

following subsection.616

B. STAIR PS DESIGN AND MODELLING WITH617

DISTRIBUTED SB-NGD CIRCUIT618

The design of the stair PS is explored in the present sub-619

section. The design is based on the SB-NGD microstrip dis-620

tributed circuit. The equivalent model between lumped and621

distributed inductor and capacitor will be proposed.622

1) DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGNED PROTOTYPE OF STAIR623

PS POC624

To validate the applicative concept, the developed625

SB-NGD function was used to design a stair PS. The pro-626

totype of stair PS circuit PoC was designed in hybrid tech-627

nology. The PS consists of cascaded PGD constituted by628

TL and the SB-NGD circuit. The TL was implemented in629

microstrip technology with physical width, w, and physical630

total length, d . Fig. 19 represents the schematic of the stair631

PS PoC designed in the environment of the ADS R© elec-632

tronic and RF/microwave simulation tools from Keysight633

technologies R©.634

First, a ‘‘lumped’’ PS circuit was designed and simulated635

with the SB-NGD specified in Table 2. However, the small636

values of inductor and capacitor are not available in our lab-637

oratory. Therefore, a ‘‘distributed’’ PS circuit was designed638

on Isola Astra 3 dielectric substrate with a surface mounted639

component (SMC) resistor. The following paragraph will640

propose the used distributed model of inductor and capacitor.641

2) MODEL OF MICROSTRIP DISTRIBUTED INDUCTOR AND642

CAPACITOR643

The distributed microstrip structures, inductance and capac-644

itance, widths and lengths are denoted by (wind , dind ) and645

(wcap, dcap), respectively. During the design phase, we have646

considered the following constants:647

• the effective permittivity, εreff ,648

• the center angular frequency, ω0 = 2π f0,649

• Zc(wind ) and Zc(wcap) are the inductor element charac-650

teristic impedances,651

• and c is the vacuum light speed.652

According to the TL theory, the lumped inductor component653

can be estimated from the distributed physical parameters by654

the formula: 655

L =
Zc(wind ) tan(θind )

ω0
(70) 656

with the electrical angle: 657

θind =
ω0dind

√
εreff

c
. (71) 658

Under the similar approach, the capacitor component can be 659

estimated from the formula: 660

C =
tan(θcap)
ω0Zc(wcap)

(72) 661

with: 662

θcap =
ω0dcap

√
εreff

c
. (73) 663

By choosing the electrical angle respecting the condition, 664

we can assume that tan(θind ) ≈ θind and tan(θcap) ≈ θcap. 665

Consequently, we can estimate the inductor and capacitor 666

formulas introduced in equation (70) and equation (72) as: 667

L ≈
Zc(wind )dind

√
εreff

c
(74) 668

C ≈
dcap
√
εreff

cZc(wcap)
. (75) 669

After estimation of the distributed components, the designed 670

stair PS was fabricated. The results are discussed in the 671

following subsection. 672

C. STAIR PS PROTOTYPING AND EXPERIMENTAL 673

VALIDATION RESULTS 674

The present subsection is focused on the discussion on 675

the successfully fabricated two-step stair PS and also the 676

experimented validation results. Comparisons of results 677

obtained from calculations, simulation with the ADS R© elec- 678

tronic and RF/microwave simulation tools from Keysight 679

technologies R©, and measurements are discussed. 680

1) DESCRIPTION OF THE FABRICATED PROTOTYPE OF STAIR 681

PS POC 682

Based on the previously introduced formulas of distributed 683

self-inductor and capacitor, a prototype of hybrid and 684

microstrip circuit was designed, fabricated and tested. The 685

microstrip specifications of substrate susceptible to operate in 686

the expected frequency band of interest are determined. The 687

substrate physical characteristics are addressed in Table 6. 688

The distributed stair PS circuit was implemented. 689

The layout of the stair PS prototype is shown by Fig. 20(a). 690

The top and bottom view photographs of the fabricated PS 691

prototype are displayed in Fig. 20(b) and Fig. 20(c). This 692

stair PS circuit prototype was tested to extract the measured 693

S-parameter. The following paragraph describes the obtained 694

results. 695
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TABLE 6. Physical parameters of the substrate used in the stair PS circuit.

FIGURE 20. (a) Layout, (b) top and (c) bottom view photographs of the
fabricated stair PS prototype.

2) EXPERIMENTAL SETUP CONFIGURATION696

As experimental validation, the fabricated stair PS proto-697

type, previously introduced in Fig. 20, was tested in the698

frequency band from 2 GHz to 3 GHz. Similar to all clas-699

sical microwave circuits, the stair PS SB-NGD test is based700

on the S-parameter analysis. The tests were realized with701

FIGURE 21. Configuration of the stair PS SB-NGD prototype experimental
setup.

TABLE 7. Specifications of the tested two-step stair PS.

10 MHz to 26.5 GHz PNA-X N5242A Network Analyzer 702

from Keysight Technologies R©. The experimental setup can 703

be seen in Fig. 21. 704

During the measurement campaign, the test was made 705

under SOLT calibration. The next paragraph will discuss 706

between the simulated and measured results. 707

3) STAIR PS PROTOTYPE MEASUREMENT VALIDATION 708

Fig. 22 displays the comparisons between the (lumped and 709

distributed) simulated and measured phase shift and GD 710

results. As expected, they confirm undeniably the two-step 711

stair PS functions. This PoC confirms the feasibility of stair 712

PS. Table 7 summarizes the stair PS specifications. 713

A good correlation of stair phase values can be underlined 714

with the measured one: 715

• In the first bandwidth, BWL = 2-2.3 GHz, where we 716

have a phase shift of −70◦±4◦. 717

• In the 2nd bandwidth, BWH = 2.6-3.0 GHz, the step 718

phase is shifted to −104◦±2◦. 719
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FIGURE 22. Simulated and measured, (a) transmission phase and (b) GD
of the stair PS shown in Fig. 20.

FIGURE 23. Simulated and measured (a) S11 and (b) S21 of the stair PS
shown in Fig. 20.

Furthermore, the associated reflection and transmission720

coefficients of the stair PS PoC are plotted in Fig. 23. They721

show a good access matching between the two bands (BWL722

and BWH ) and the PS flatness transmission coefficient less723

than 3 dB through the whole range (2-3 GHz).724

VII. CONCLUSION 725

An original theory of SB-NGD circuit is presented. The 726

proposed SB-NGD passive topology was inspired from 727

the LP-NGD cell and the LP-to-SB circuit transform. The 728

S-parameter model is established for the NGD analysis. The 729

different properties of the SB-NGD function are developed. 730

To confirm the feasibility of the SB-NGD theory, a circuit 731

PoC has been designed and simulated. Sensitivity analyses 732

with respect to the constituting lumped component parame- 733

ters are performed. It was reported how the SB-NGD response 734

can be sensitivity to the three circuit parameters. An example 735

of SB-NGD circuit application is developed to design a stair 736

PS function with phase shift independent to the frequency. 737

The principle of the stair PS is introduced. Simulations and 738

experimentations illustrate the feasibility of the SB-NGD 739

circuit-based stair PS in two frequency bandwidths. 740

The present research result is a pioneering work about the 741

design of the future communication system. In this optic, 742

the developed stair PS concept can be useful in the future 743

for designing phase array system of innovative multi-beam 744

antenna for the improvement of RF and microwave system 745

control [41]. 746
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